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the yonge sonne
Hath in the Ram his halve cours yronne

gives rise to much head-scratching, aggravated by the ponderous
most editions. A. W. Pollard states, 'the entrance of the sun into th
Aries or the Ram on March 12th (old style)' began the astrological
the sun is 'young' not just technically but because it is spring-time
not yet attained summer's heat. A reference in the paraphrase to a
ening, vivifying sun, beginning to make the sap rise, and a brief no
system of signs of the Zodiac should be quite sufficient.
Chaucer's occasional 'poetical' passages offer major difficulties-e
the first twenty lines of the Prologue. Probably the plain versio
touch offeeHng is the best one can ever hope for: 'When April ha
the dryness of March with sweet showers, and filled every vein
life-giving sap that in time gives birth to blossom .. .'
Paraphrasing on these lines can be quite a valuable rounding
Sixth Form course, as well as a necessary preparation for the exa
Before I leave the subject I should like to add that Mr. Coghill'
translation seems to me to have only one useful function in the S
-as an encouragement to boys to read as widely as possible. In an
second-hand Chaucer can never be anything but second-best. I we
Coghillian raciness in boys' paraphrases but I should naturally p
arise from their own perception of it in the original.
I hope I have made some suggestions which will be helpful to t
like myself, have been in danger of debasing Chaucer through
difficulties, or who have sometimes wondered whether he has any
for our time. I am certain that there are few more satisfying ta
teaching of literature than the attempt to open the Canterbury T
schoolboy of today.
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buds at twelve as a minor cynic: it has to be an exceptional schoo
not found out in a year!
Thus, prejudices silent at eleven are voiced, and loudly, by fiftee
poetry is 'difficult', 'useless', 'queer'; that 'poets are long-haired me
to do any honest work'. Liking, rarely, may be admitted; dislik
claimed. Gone is the accessibility and the openness to experien
younger boys. The change is not one of substance: boys do no
drastically in the sorts of poems they like, nor in the subjects th
them-the humorous but not nonsensical, the heroic or dramatic a
sympathy that can be shared without awkwardness. All these find
favour from eleven to fifteen; the very names of the poems boys s
fifteen are often those which gave pleasure at eleven. The change
in attitude: from acceptance, openness, towards hostility, indiffere
Of major importance is the quality, not the mere fact, of the
tone. At fifteen there exists in school and between schools a wide
the quality of the indifference and hostility. This extends from
overt enmity, uncouth or acute, through dullest apathy, to bewild
to a self-critical reassessment of values. Lovers and haters are alike
rarely to be influenced. 'Most people' are between. The educat
concerned usefully with the between, the indifferent majority w
tudes range from 'poetry abandoned' through 'poetry neglected' t
acknowledged but repulsed'. I would call the first of these attitude
or dead indifference, and the last two an open or live indifference.
cator's aim should be to keep this mid-state accessible and ope
experience: if he can do so much, poetry is always possible, and th
uation of adult social indifference can be eliminated from the
achievements of schooling.
For something happens in school to act as catalyst in, if not to
hardening which I have been describing. Perhaps a quotation from
boy's essay may give a clue as to what can happen: 'Tedious is th
of studying poetry in school' ... causing 'an awful feeling of being
and pumpedintoness .. .' Two schools, starting with groups whose
are indistinguishable, can produce very different final attitudes. In
tility though present may be articulate and thoughtful; in the oth
and reactive. In one, ignorance will be reluctant and apologetic; in
complacent and aggressive. The expression of emotion will be
even welcomed, or shrunk from and feared; poems disliked will be
or else vigorously remembered to be used in a rationalised attack; as
to the word 'poetry' full and perceptive, or thin and second-hand
This marked worsening in one school compared with another
in teacher ap.d teaching method, and not in the nature of poetry.
www.harris-meltzer-trust.org.uk/pdfs/Harris_PoetryUninterests
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'POETRY CAN BE GOOD IF YOU HAVE A GOOD ENGL,ISH

For the ill state to which poetry has come in our schools and li
in the following paragraphs (with all the diffidence of arrogan
some remedies.
'No doubt' (to quote Professor Harding again) 'a great deal of
is justifiable for practical purposes. But it ought not to be forgo
different way-an "integrative" way-of offering one's interes
tudes to another person is possible.' If a poem is offered as of r
an occasion or of importance to the teacher, with no compromi
no demand for acceptance, then a real rapprochement may be
pupil may show less deference towards poetry, but more respect.
has only a public face. Training colleges have in this an importa
select teachers who do not depend on children for security and
and who can therefore be tolerant when children are amusing
with 'not-poetry'; and, if it is not too much to ask, who read,
poetry themselves-imagine a teacher of music who could not
play, however badly, the instrument he taught! If such teachers
found, it would be better to omit poetry from the syllabus.
Practising teachers can do more, perhaps, to acknowledge
accept variability and instability of response, and to allow the c
own scale of values to be acted on by the poem itself. They mig
in this by adopting a more discursive method of teaching Englis
present common-by haying a sufficiently wide knowledge, an
texts, to be able to produce a poem to meet a natural situation,
for presentation in a set lesson. It would then be less necessary t
appreciation-poems would have an automatic importance to w
nant and doctrinaire methods of approach would be seen to
irrelevant.
Finally, it is valuable to consider the particularity of children's
and dislikes. Poems liked remain in the memory; those disliked
unless they are taught dominatively-then they are remembered
a resentment that affects all poetry. That boys talk about certain
a very limited number, makes the selection of suitable poems for
important. To one boy, for example, 'Fairies' will be 'a silly po
is 'Fairies' and not 'poetry' that is silly. The danger is, that if
taken, 'Fairies' might come to mean 'poetry' for that boy. O
choose poems for boys in accordance with what is known of th
rather than read indiscriminately as many poems as chance offer
and local anthologies compiled for each school are most useful
good to provide in this way an acceptable experience of verse
favourable generalisation may arise by fifteen years; if the boys
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